
This morning started grey and drizzly, but now the long 
winter light falls across the harbour, picking out the 

white hull of a sailing boat on the stocks. I know that boat, 
of course, Annie Marchant has been labouring over it for 
weeks now, and she’s doing a great job, though this is the first 
time she’s ever attempted that kind of work. Which only goes 
to show that, when you pursue something for its own sake, 
you can do almost anything (with a little help from some 
friends).  A different white, not fulmar-white, or cream, and 
certainly not apple blossom, but something close to Chinese 
white with time aged into it, like the white of snow after the 
first rain, when it’s not yet fully melted – that’s what my eye 
knows as the white of the lighthouse at the harbour entrance. 
It’s never lit these days, of course; it’s just there, as a presence, 
a piece of history. We should always remember our history; 
by which I mean the days before we were born. We should 
honour those who came before us and, in the same thought, 
we should remember their mistakes, so we never forget that 
errors are made, not by fools, but by people like us, when 
they forget how systems work. Ecosystems, drainage systems, 
warning systems, social systems – it doesn’t matter. As the 

the watcher
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Scholar says, blame the individual, and the problem persists; 
analyse the system, and you’re already one step closer to 
finding a solution.

On these midwinter days, the harbour – the whole island 
– can be preternaturally serene, and I cannot help but wonder 
about the effects of place and weather and light (especially 
light) on the formation of a people, and its sense of itself. I’m 
not much interested in ideas like national character, but I do 
believe that place, if it’s looked at closely enough, can say a 
great deal about how people behave. When I lived for a time 
on the East Coast of Scotland, the longest I ever stayed in 
one place until I came here, I would walk to the harbour every 
day, and it fortified me, the blueish light off the water and the 
sense of space above that little port town. Yet it was nowhere 
near as wide and lit a space as this, and the water was never so 
still as it is this late winter afternoon. In the evenings here, the 
water can be periwinkle blue for an hour before it darkens, 
utterly smooth, though not in the hard sense, like glass, but 
with a perfect surface tension, a perturbability to it, like 
mercury. Yes: like quicksilver. At such times, it feels as if I can 
see for miles: all the way to the mainland, in fact, though now 
that there are no lights over there, the mainland is nothing 
more than haze and speculation. Still, I can see for miles and 
I am more than usually attentive to the subtlest shifts in the 
landscape, the smallest movement, the least change. 

This is my talent and that makes me a Watcher. What I 
watch for, normally, are changes in the seasonal colours, shifts 
in the atmosphere, for how, sometimes, the sky offers fair 
warning of what it has in store for us. In winter, I look up into 
the great vault of the sky and pick out the stars, recalling names 
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I learned years ago from my uncle, who was one of the first 
nomads to venture north after the last great plague was finally 
over. I love to look up and see the constellations, the planets, 
the occasional shooting star, partly because they remind me of 
him – his name was Amiel – and partly because they feel like 
a covenant of some kind, a promise that there’s still life out 
there, in all that wild continuity across the water that divides 
us from the mainland. That evening, however, what I saw had 
nothing to do with that covenant, or with the weather, or the 
changing land. What I saw was almost nothing, in fact, just 
the merest hint of a blue that was not there before – and that 
was why I knew it was human-made. So I turned from the 
harbour and headed inland, to see what it was. 

Every season has its given pleasures: if winter is a time for 
skygazing, spring is when we turn back to the earth, to bud-
break and wet meadows and the wide parish of waking and 
arousal that surrounds us, seeds chitting in wet loam, night 
creatures scanning the dark for contact and nourishment, tiny 
ascents through leaf litter and frost and the sudden return 
of Platonic colour, leaf-greens and blues and golds emerging 
from a dank tide of mole-black soil and furze-water. Spring is 
renewal in any tradition. Spring is the resurrection. Autumn 
brings cool winds after the heat of the summer and, as soon 
as October arrives, the children are already looking out for the 
first frost, when we start preparing for the Leaf Festival, days 
of darker colours and shifting lights and the scent of burnt 
sugar everywhere, marking the year’s end, the beginning of 
earth’s long sleep, the glorious silence that falls over everything, 
especially in the centre of the island, in the thick woods 
where, now and then, walkers still chance upon the wild elk 
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that Grandfather Follansbee introduced, a century and a half 
ago. According to The Archive, summers were colder then 
than they are now: cold and wet and unpredictable, which 
sounds rather dreary. Now, when the storms come, usually in 
late July, the skies open utterly, the entire horizon resounds 
with thunder and trees in the old Arboretum are occasionally 
ripped apart by lightning. But most of the time, the summers 
are hot, calm and fairly predictable. Summer is the children’s 
season: naked boys dive from the harbour wall into the sea, 
whole families take picnics out to the edge of the cliffs on the 
north side, people fly great four-line kites and go parasurfing 
on Golden Beach. Still, our summers are not long, and there 
is much work to do, growing vegetables and fruits in the 
walled garden, tending the orchards, foraging for food to dry 
or bottle, supplies that will keep us through the cold months. 
To every thing here, there is a season: but summer is the 
busiest time, on the land, at least. 

If those charts in The Archive are to be trusted, winters are 
harder than they used to be: cold and long and sometimes 
fatal to the weakest of Havergey’s inhabitants, mostly animal, 
sometimes human. However, we make do – and for us, winter 
is a special time, a season of testing and training, of learning 
how to deal with extremes by working together. Anyone who 
managed to find their way to Havergey, especially during the 
first several years after The Dark Time, is probably some kind 
of maverick, self-sufficient and able to endure the solitary life, 
someone used to making his or her own decisions, someone 
who might be cautious by nature – and anyone travelling on 
the mainland during the years after the great plagues had good 
cause to be careful of others. But it takes nothing away from 
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self-sufficiency to be able to work with like-minded souls and, 
as we have all learned, a community is strengthened when 
its people deal with hardship together. When the summer 
storms blow in, or when the land comes close to dying in the 
hardest days of January, we are reminded, once again, of how 
much we need one another. 

Winter is also a time for specialist training, especially in 
martial arts. It may seem odd, in a community based on non-
violence, that every citizen must learn at least one martial art. 
However, this was one of the first principles agreed when the 
first nomads used The Archive to draw up The Creation Myth 
(which is as much constitution as it is origin story: it was 
just that legalistic terms like ‘constitution’ didn’t feel right, 
back then). Martial arts not only help us to maintain physical 
confidence, fitness and balance, they also act as a complement 
to other forms of meditation. Some follow the path of Tai 
Chi, or Kung Fu; some choose archery, or judo. None of this 
betokens violence, though it depends, of course, upon how 
violence is defined. We say that violence is by definition 
unnatural. It goes against the Tao. It forces. But the wind is not 
violent; it follows its way. The sea is not violent and, in spite 
of the immense damage they can cause, the great summer 
storms are not violent. Violence, we say, is an offence against 
the natural order: the only true perversion. 

I will add, though, that we also study martial arts for 
defence, in case we should ever be faced with the need, not 
only to defend ourselves, but also, more importantly, to defend 
the land. We know what The Machine People did to the 
earth, to the birds, to the woods, to the other animals and to 
each other. Everyone here on Havergey has known what it is 
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to be without a home, to be a nomad on land that, sometimes, 
was barely habitable and, in the worst places, overrun with 
free pollutants and marauders. We are here, now, because it 
seems a safe place, and it is more defensible than many we 
have passed through. Each of us sees this place as a gift, and 
we have a duty to defend it, no matter what comes. 

And now, something has come, though it doesn’t look 
particularly dangerous, for now, at least. In fact, it looks a little 
silly, lying on its side in the deep snow. A dark blue box, just 
large enough for a stout man to stand or lie down in, with 
writing on the front and odd little windows, old-fashioned 
panes like the Advent Calendar in the former nursery. I can 
just make out the writing; it says:

but I don’t know what that means. It looks odd and I can’t 

quite shake the idea that this is some kind of a joke, but 
there’s no time for joking now, because, apparently, there is 
something, or someone inside.

police public box
call


